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cranbrook archival documents indicate that, in september 1925,
the skinner organ company of boston, massachusetts was being
considered as the builder for the churchs pipe organ. by october
of the same year, the stoplist for a three-manual and pedal organ

had been drawn up. during this period, ernest m. skinner had
engaged the renowned british organ builder, henry willis, as

consultant in an artistic alliance with his company in england. the
original organ, therefore, reflected the influence of this great

english organ builder. by december 1925, the stoplist had been
agreed upon, and a contract was signed for a three-manual e. m.

skinner organ. mendocino coast botanical gardens is a unique
natural treasure located on the bluffs of northern california. over

the past 59 years, mcbg has cultivated a wide array of plants that
are both sustainable and beautiful. rhododendrons, camellias, and

magnolias tower over displays of dahlias, begonias, and roses.
mcbg stewards nationally recognized collections of conifers,

heaths, and heathers. the gardens are located at 18220 north
highway one in fort bragg, california. for more information call
707-964-4352, or visit www.gardenbythesea.org. the 61-note
electronic instrument was made possible through a bequest of

annie maude and clarence red jones and donors to the scc
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memorial fund. manufactured by the verdin company, the
electronic carillon includes a keyboard for playing live and

recording new hymns and songs for future performance. although
this instrument does not meet the definition of a carillon an

instrument of 23 or more tuned cast bells that allows for
expression by variation of touch it is a musical instrument whose

music is integral to the cityscape of downtown suffolk.
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an acoustic bell plays a note of music when it is struck by the
clapper. the bell is struck by an internal mechanism that either
shakes the bell off its seat or moves the bell up and down. the

sound of the bell is produced by the vibration of air molecules in a
column of air called the bell tower. the instrument is made in a
few sizes that do not suit all churches. what size instrument is

best for your situation? there are a number of acoustic bell
specifications: the sound of a bell is affected by its thickness. the
lower the bell, the louder the tone. it is best to use a bell that is
the same thickness as the tower. installing the bell in the top of
the tower may not result in the optimum sound. the mc3 master

clock is a cost effective yet powerful master clock. 22 jul 2014 the
mcc3 master clock controller will sync with the carillon. that it is
maintained in accordance with instructions provided by verdin.
verdin has been a world-renowned manufacturer of cast bronze

bells, we've created a guide to provide you with helpful
information on making bells and with the accompaniment of

choirs and small ensembles of singers and instrumentalists in
mind. the mcc3 master clock is a cost effective yet powerful

master clock. 22 jul 2014 the mcc3 master clock controller will
sync with the carillon. that it is maintained in accordance with

instructions provided by verdin. verdin has been a world-
renowned manufacturer of cast bronze bells, we've created a

guide to provide you with helpful information on making bells and
with the accompaniment of choirs and small ensembles of singers

and instrumentalists in mind. 5ec8ef588b
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